
Intelligent Retail Pricing Solution
Retailers around the world trust Revionics to guide them on the lifecycle price optimization journey with clarity 
and confidence. Backed by science, Revionics’ AI-based pricing suite translates your consumer, competitor 
and market data into transparent pricing recommendations and accurate demand predictions. 

THE CLEAREST WAY TO RESULTS 
Revionics handles the complexity, so you get the payoff.

$400B
Revenue under  
management

5-9%
Profit lift

90%
Customer  

renewal rate

Revionics supplied the best of what was missing from 
other companies, and more closely matched what our 
merchants had told us they wanted. We knew Revionics 
could get us to where we wanted to be.

- Doug Bean, Pricing Operations Manager, Family Dollar

We are able to make decions quicker than before and 
consistently across all teams with a much higher degree 
of confidence in the output than we had in the past.

- Tim Concannon, Director of Pricing Services, Delhaize America

“ “

DECISIONS WITH CONFIDENCE
Revionics can enable your pricing team to unlock the power of your data and drive smarter pricing decisions for real results. 
With Revionics, you can:

• Adjust quickly when unpredictable disruptions occur

• Respond strategically to competitor pricing and promotional pressures

• Anticipate constant changes in consumer behavior and demand with clarity

• Drive strategic decision making and support overall pricing objectives



Pricing 
Deliver data-driven, science-backed prices optimized  
for your business goals.

• Gain visibility with transparent AI logic you can trust. 

• Deliver prices that convert and retain customers.  

• Build an agile pricing organization for change.

Markdown
Drive markdown plans that maximize sales, margins  
and sell-through. 

• Craft distinct markdown plans for all clearance types.

• Dynamically optimize markdown plans throughout  
the product lifecycle.

• Predict and measure markdown results with precision.
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Deliver the Right Prices with Confidence

Transparent Pricing Platform 
Your data and our advanced AI models create a unified pricing engine unique to you. With the ability to layer in your own 
custom factors, such as pricing strategy or competitive index, our AI engine accurately forecasts demand changes and 
recommends an optimal price specific to your actual customers. 

Pricing Decisions Made Easy
Quickly identify the right prices, drive a powerful pricing strategy and 
deliver results with Revionics’ data-driven recommendations.

Promotions 
Unite your pricing, marketing, and category teams  
to deliver effective promotions.

• Identify winning promotions and eliminate  
under-performers. 

• Forecast outcomes based on specific goals and targets.

• Maximize impact by matching the right items with  
the right vehicles.

Competitive Insights
Identify strategic perception and margin opportunities  
with in-depth competitor pricing analytics.

• Make informed pricing decisions on products  
that matter most.

• React quickly to competitor price changes and control  
your relative positioning.

• Gain a higher volume and better-quality product matches.

Analytics
Robust data analysis to unlock pricing insights

AI Engine
The most advanced Artificial Intelligence model for retail pricing software
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